
1. Pick out the 6mm round gemstones you want to use from the strand.

2. Slide the following on to one of the head pins:
 a. Czech skull bead
 b. Triangle bead cap – be sure to put it on with the concave facing up. This creates a “crown” look.
 c. Gemstone
 d. Spacer bead
 e. Trim and make a simple loop

3. Do step 2 to make a total of three dangles.

4. Add 2 of the dangles to the 1st and 3rd loops on the diamond shape connector by opening the simple loop like a jump ring. 

5. Make a “chain” with 3 oval jumprings and use that to attach the 3rd dangle to the center of the diamond shape connector.

6. Slide the following on to an eye pin:
 a. Spacer bead
 b. Gemstone
 c. Spacer bead
 d. Trim and make a simple loop

7. Do step 6 to make a total of four connectors and set them aside.

8. Slide the following on an eye pin:
 a. Czech skull bead
 b. Triangle bead cap – be sure to put it on with the concave facing up. This creates a “crown” look.
 c. Gemstone
 d. Spacer bead
 e. Trim and make a simple loop

9. Using the oval jump rings, attach 2 of the connectors you made in step 6 to the top loop of the diamond shape connector.

10. Open the simple loops on those connectors and add one of the skull dangles you made in step 8 onto each of them.

11. Open the simple loops on the skull dangles and add 2 of the connectors you made in step 6 to each of them.

12. Open the jump rings on the adjustable necklace clasp and attach to the simple loops on the connectors you added in step 11.   

Tools Needed:
- Two Chain Nose Pliers
- Round Nose Pliers
- Cutter

DIY0172 DIY Spooky Czech Skull and Mixed Gemstone Necklace
Components List

(1) Y008860 - 20mm Jet Black Opaque with Silver Wash Sugar Skull Czech Glass  

             Beads from Raven’s Journey

(1) MIX6RD - Mixed Stone 6mm Round 15-16 Inch

(1) Z010754 - Rhodium Plated Adjustable Rollo Chain Necklace Double Slide Clasp

(1) Z017413 - 31x26mm Antique Silver Textured Diamond Shape Connector With  

         Multiple Loops

(1) Y013567 - 6mm Antique Silver Plated Bali Style Triangle Bead Caps - 20 Pack

(1) Y015603 - 5.5mm Antique Silver Plated Bali Style Spacer Beads

(1) A019697 - 2 Inch Silver Plated 21 Gauge Headpins with Ball Top

(1) A019606 - 1.5 Inch Silver Plated 22 Gauge Eyepins

(1) A008799 - 5mm Silver Plated 21 Gauge Oval Jump Rings - 25 Pack

Directions:


